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Abstract
As shown in [H. Tsuiki, Real number computation through gray code embedding, Theoretical
Computer Science 284 (2002) 467], the real line can be embedded topologically in the set ω⊥,1 of
infinite sequences of {0, 1,⊥} containing at most one ⊥. Moreover, there is a nondeterministic multi-
headed machine, called an IM2-machine, which operates on ω⊥,1 and which induces the standard
notion of computation over the reals via this embedding. In this paper, we study how the behavior of
an IM2-machine can be expressed in “real” programming languages. When we use a lazy functional
language like Haskell and represent a sequence as an infinite list, we cannot express the behavior
of an IM2-machine. However, when we use a logic programming language with guarded clauses
and committed choice, such as Concurrent Prolog, PARLOG, and GHC (Guarded Horn Clauses),
we can express the behavior of IM2-machines naturally and execute them on an ordinary computer.
We show that GHC-computability implies IM2-computability but not vice versa when we consider
functions defined on ω⊥,1 in general, but they coincide when we only consider functions defined on
the reals. We give some GHC program examples, such as the conversions between Gray-code and
the signed-digit representations, and the addition function on reals.
© 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It is easy to show that the real line cannot be embedded in Cantor space {0, 1}ω; Cantor
space is totally disconnected and 0-dimensional whereas the real-line is connected and 1-
dimensional. For this reason, in order to define a suitable notion of computation on the
reals in terms of machines acting on infinite sequences (Type-2 machines), we need to use
a redundant representation like the signed-digit representation [17].
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On the other hand, the present author has shown that real numbers are represented
uniquely as infinite sequences if we allow at most one undefined cell in a sequence. Indeed,
the real line can be topologically embedded in the space ω⊥,1 of infinite sequences of{0, 1,⊥} containing at most one ⊥ by the Gray-code embedding [10]. He also defined
the notion of an IM2-machine (indeterministic multi-head Type-2 machine) which makes
generalized stream access to ω⊥,1 using two heads on each input and output tape, and
has indeterministic (i.e. nondeterministic) behavior depending on which head is used to
input a character. The notion of IM2-computability over the reals induced by the Gray-
code embedding is equivalent to the standard notion of Type-2 computability over the
reals induced by the signed-digit representation. More generally, the set ω⊥,n of n⊥-
sequences, which are infinite sequences of {0, 1,⊥} with at most n copies of ⊥, is itself a
n-dimensional topological space into which any n-dimensional separable metric space can
be embedded [9,11]. Therefore, we can compute over a n-dimensional separable metric
space with a generalized IM2-machine with n + 1 heads, and this is the smallest number
of heads that will do.
In this paper, we study how the behavior of an IM2-machine can be expressed in pro-
gramming languages. If we represent an n⊥-sequence as an infinite list some of whose
components may cause non-terminating computation, we can express the rules of an IM2-
machine in the syntax of a lazy functional programming language like Haskell [4]. Actually
the present author used the syntax of Haskell to express Gray-code based real-number
algorithms in [10]. However, the syntax requires a semantics different from the ordinary
one, and those algorithms do not behave correctly if implemented in Haskell. The problem
is that, in functional languages, we can only make sequential access to an infinite list, and
computation stalls whenever a bottom is encountered. Contrary to this, if we use a logic
programming language with guarded clauses and committed choice such as Concurrent
Prolog [8], PARLOG [3], and (Flat) GHC (Guarded Horn Clauses) [14,15], we can directly
express the behavior of an IM2-machine as a program, and execute it on an ordinary com-
puter. The ability of an IM2-machine to wait for the next character from multiple heads
corresponds to parallel execution of guards, and the indeterminism of an IM2-machine
corresponds to committed-choice nondeterminism. Among those programming languages,
we adopt (Flat) GHC, which is based on simple formalism and which has an efficient
implementation. We give some examples of GHC programs operating on n⊥-sequences
such as the conversions between Gray-code and the signed-digit representation, and the
addition function on reals with respect to the Gray-code embedding.
We compare the expressive powers of IM2-machines and GHC programs on ω⊥,n and
its subspaces. When ω⊥,n is considered, IM2-computability implies GHC-computability
but not vice versa. However, they are equivalent when we only consider functions defined
on subspaces of ω⊥,n composed of minimal limit elements of what we call an n⊥-domain.
Since the image of the Gray-code embedding has such a structure, IM2-computability and
GHC-computability coincide for real number computation realized in ω⊥,1. This result
shows that we can use GHC as a language to define IM2-computable functions on ω⊥,n,
instead of IM2-machines. Thus, we can use the expressive power of GHC; for example, we
can define a function as a composition of recursively defined processes in GHC. Further-
more, we can execute them on an ordinary computer.
This research on computation over ω⊥,n shows a difference between the expressive
powers of functional and logic programming languages on infinite data. It also shows how
logic programming languages may be exploited to implement continuous computation over
topological structures.
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In Sections 2–4, following [10], we introduce the signed-digit representation, Gray-
code embedding, and IM2-machines. In Section 5, we show that it is impossible to express
the behavior of an IM2-machine if a sequential lazy functional language is used and a
sequence is represented as an infinite list. We introduce the language GHC in Section 6, and
show that IM2-machines can be translated into GHC programs in Section 7. We study the
relation between IM2-computability and GHC-computability in Section 8. In this section,
we assume familiarity with basic domain theory. See, for example, [1,5] for expositions
of the theory of domains. In Section 9, we present another translation of IM2-machines
into GHC programs. This time, the obtained programs are written in the demand-driven
fashion. Finally, we discuss implementation in other programming languages in Section
10.
Notations
In this paper, we consider the closed unit interval I = [0, 1] instead of the whole real
line. We write ∗ (and ω) for the sets of finite (and infinite) sequences of a finite character
set , respectively, and ∞ for ∗ ∪ ω. We write q[k] for the kth character of a sequence
q, with q[0] the first element of the sequence.
We write ω⊥ for ( ∪ {⊥})ω. We call a member of ω⊥ a bottomed sequence. We define
an order relation on ω⊥ so that p  q iff q is obtained by substituting some copies of ⊥ in
p with characters in. We call a bottomed sequence in which at most n copies of ⊥ appears
an n⊥-sequence, and write ω⊥,n ⊂ ω⊥ for the set of n⊥-sequences. Though we present the
theory without fixing, one may think of as {0, 1} when we are concerned with bottomed
sequences. From this definition, we have ω = ω⊥,0 ⊂ ω⊥,1 ⊂ ω⊥,2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ ω⊥. We call
p ∈ ω⊥ which contains finite number of  characters a finite bottomed sequence, and write
∗⊥ for the set of them. We write ∗⊥,n for the set of finite bottomed sequences which
contain at most n copies of ⊥ when we discard the infinite sequence of ⊥ at the end of the
sequence. In other word, it is the set of p ∈ ω⊥ such that p[k] =⊥ for k  r where r is the
index of the (n + 1)th appearance of ⊥.
We write A ⇀ B for the set of partial functions from A to B, and A⇒B for the set
of multi-valued partial functions from A to B, that is, a subset of A × B considered as a
partial function from A to the set of non-empty subsets of B. We write f :⊆ A ⇀ B and
f :⊆ A⇒B when f belongs to these sets, respectively. When n1 <n2 and m1 <m2, a par-
tial function in ω⊥,n1 ⇀ 
ω⊥,m1 can also be considered as an element of 
ω⊥,n2 ⇀ 
ω⊥,m2 .
Similarly for ω⊥,n1⇒
ω⊥,m1 . Therefore, we have the relation 
ω
⊥,0 ⇀ 
ω
⊥,0 ⊂ ω⊥,1 ⇀
ω⊥,1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ ω⊥ ⇀ ω⊥, and ω⊥,0⇒ω⊥,0 ⊂ ω⊥,1⇒ω⊥,1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ ω⊥⇒ω⊥.
2. Real-number computation by Type-2 machines
A representation of a set X is a partial surjective function from ω to X for a finite
alphabet . When δ is a representation and δ(p) = x, we say that p is a δ-name of x. The
decimal expansion δ10 is a standard representation of the real numbers. However, when
we use this representation, we cannot express such a simple algorithm as multiplication
by three with a Type-2 machine [17]. A Type-2 machine is, from programming point of
view, a program which makes stream access to input/output infinite sequences. Because a
machine can only read a finite prefix of the input when it outputs a character, a machine to
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multiply by three cannot write the first digit when the input is 0.33333. . . , and thus it does
not work properly. It is also the case for the binary expansion.
Definition 1. Suppose that δi is a representation of Xi (i = 0, 1, . . . , k). We say that a
partial multi-valued function f :⊆ X1 × · · · × Xk⇒X0 is (δ1, . . . , δk, δ0)-Type-2-comput-
able if there is a Type-2-machine with n inputs which converts every δ1 × · · · × δk-name
of (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ dom(f ) to a δ0-name of a member of f (x1, . . . , xk).
As we have seen, “multiplication by three” is not (δ10, δ10)-Type-2-computable. In order
to obtain a more natural notion of computability, we need to use a representation with
higher redundancy.
Definition 2. The (modified) signed-digit representation δsn of I uses the character set
 = {0, 1, 1} and it is a partial function from ω to I defined as
dom(δsn) = ω \ (∗1ω ∪ ∗1ω \ {1ω, 1ω}),
δsn(a1a2. . .) = 1/2 +
∞∑
i=1
{ai · 2−(i+1)}.
Here, 1 represents −1.
This definition is a bit different from the ordinary one in that the signed-digit represen-
tation is usually defined as a total function from ω to [−1, 1] defined as δsn(a1a2. . .) =∑∞
i=1{ai · 2−i}. In Definition 2, we restrict the ordinary one by fixing the first digit as 1 and
deleting it from the string, and not allowing names of the forms ∗111 . . . and ∗111 . . .
except for 111 . . . and 111 . . . This modification is only for some technical reason, and
does not change the induced Type-2 computability over the reals. The representation δsn
has high redundancy in that replacements of substrings of the forms 11 to 01 and 11 to 01
do not change the number. Actually, infinitely many numbers have infinitely many names
with δsn.
The above mentioned function to multiply by three becomes computable with respect
to this representation. (δsn, δsn)-Type-2-computability is the most standard computability
notion over the reals in that it coincides with many other computability notions on the
reals based on different approaches. All the representations equivalent to δsn are shown
to be redundant, and redundancy is considered as a fundamental property of real-number
representations. See [17] for the theory of Type-2-computability.
3. Gray-code embedding
Gray-code expansion is an expansion of I as infinite sequences of {0, 1}, which is dif-
ferent from the ordinary binary expansion. Fig. 1 shows the binary and Gray-code expan-
sion of I. In the binary expansion of x, the head h of the expansion indicates whether
x is in [0, 1/2] or [1/2, 1], and the tail is the expansion of f (x, h) for f the following
function:
f (x, h) =
{
2 ∗ x (when h = 0),
2 ∗ x − 1 (when h = 1).
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Fig. 1. The binary expansion and the Gray-code expansion of real numbers [10,11]. Here, horizontal line means
that the corresponding bit has value 1.
Note that the rest of the expansion depends on the choice of the head character h when
x = 1/2. On the other hand, the head of the Gray-code expansion is the same as that of
the binary expansion, whereas the tail is the expansion of t (x) for t the so-called tent
function:
t (x) =
{
2 ∗ x (0  x  1/2),
2 ∗ (1 − x) (1/2 < x  1).
We have two binary expansions for a dyadic number (a rational numbers of the form m/2k).
For example, 3/4 has two expansions 110000. . . and 101111. . . It is also the case for the
Gray-code expansion, and 3/4 has two expansions 111000. . . and 101000. . . Note that they
differ only at one bit. Generally, the two Gray-code expansions of a dyadic number differ
only at one bit and the sequence after the bit is always 1000. . . In this way, the second bit
does not contribute to the fact that the value is 3/4, and it is more natural not to specify the
bit and leave it undefined (⊥). Thus, we define the expansion of 3/4 as 1⊥ 1000 . . ., and
define the modified Gray-code expansion as follows.
Definition 3. Let  = {0, 1} and P : I → ⊥ be the map
P(x) =


0 (x < 1/2),
⊥ (x = 1/2),
1 (x > 1/2).
Gray-code embedding G is a function from I to ω⊥,1 defined as G(x)[n] = P(tn(x)) (n =
0, 1, . . .). We call G(x) the modified Gray-code expansion of x.
We write image(G) ⊂ ω⊥,1 for the image of the Gray-code embedding. We have a
topology on ω⊥,1, which is the subspace topology of the Scott topology on 
ω⊥. G is actu-
ally a topological embedding of I in ω⊥,1 with respect to this topology.
4. IM2-machine
We consider that information about a real number x is given incrementally as shrinking
open intervals a1 < x < b1, a2 < x < b2, . . . converging to x. We study how a machine
can output the modified Gray-code expansion of x on a tape based on this. When the
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information x < 1/2 or 1/2 < x is given, it can write 0 or 1 on the first cell, respectively.
However, when x = 1/2, neither information is given and therefore it cannot fill the first
cell eternally. However, in this case, it obtains the information 1/4 < x < 3/4 at some
time, and it can write 1 on the second cell skipping the first one if it is allowed to write
a character not only on the leftmost unfilled cell but also on the next unfilled cell. After
that, if the information 1/4 < x < 1/2 or 1/2 < x < 3/4 is given, it can write 0 or 1 on
the skipped cell, respectively, and if it has the information 3/8 < x < 5/8, it can write
0 on the third (i.e., the second unfilled) cell. In this way, when x = 1/2, the first cell is
left unfilled and the sequence 1000 . . . is written from the second cell. Thus, if we consider
that the output tape is filled with ⊥ at the beginning, we can output the modified Gray-code
expansion on the tape.
We can formulate this mechanism to write on the first or the second unfilled cell as
an output with two heads. We consider two heads on each tape which move automati-
cally after an output so that they are always located at the first and the second unfilled
cell. That is, the two heads H1 and H2 are located at the first two cells at the begin-
ning, and only H2 moves to the next cell after an output from H2, and H1 moves to the
position of H2 and H2 moves to the next cell after an output from H1. This is a general-
ization of the ordinary stream access with one head, which moves to the next cell after an
output.
As for the input, when the value of a cell is ⊥, a machine cannot wait for it to be filled
because it may not be filled eternally. Therefore, in order to skip a bottom cell and continue
the input, we need two heads also on input tapes, which move the same way as the output-
tape heads. Then, when both of the cells under the two heads are filled, a machine may
have two possible inputs which will cause two different computations. Therefore, it has
nondeterministic behavior and both of the computational paths must produce valid results.
The author used the word indeterminism and called the machine an IM2-machine (inde-
terministic multi-head Type-2 machine). Though the word nondeterminism is commonly
used when we are talking about programming languages, in order to identify the particular
kind of nondeterminism which occurs in IM2-machines, I will use the word indeterminism
for IM2-machines also in this paper. The following is the formal definition.
Definition 4. We define an IM2-machine in a general form so that it can input/output
n⊥-sequences with n + 1 heads on each tape. We say that an IM2-machine has type
(ω⊥,n1 , . . . ,
ω⊥,nk ,
ω⊥,n0) when it has k input tapes T1, . . . , Tk of types 
ω⊥,n1 , . . . ,
ω⊥,nk ,
and one output tape T0 of type ω⊥,n0 . Though we use the same alphabet  for simplicity
of the presentation, the character set  can be different for each tape, in practice. The tape
T1 (i = 0, . . . , k) has ni + 1 heads H1(Ti), . . . ,Hn1+1(Ti). The character set of Ti is ,
and the bottom ‘⊥’ can also appear on an input tape or an output tape. An IM2-machine
has a set Q of states (with one initial state q0) and a set of worktapes. Worktapes are the
same as Turing-tapes in that only one head exists on each worktape which moves in both
directions. For worktapes, we consider another character set  which includes the blank
character ‘B’. A machine has a set of computational rules of the form
q, i1(c1), . . . , ir (cr ), w1(d1), . . . , ws(ds)
⇒ q ′, o(c), w′1(d ′1), . . . , w′t (d ′t ),M1(w′′1), . . . ,Mu(w′′u).
Here, q, q ′ ∈ Q, ij are heads of different input tapes, o is an output head of the output tape,
wj ,w
′
j , w
′
j are worktapes, cj , c, dj and d
′
j are characters from the corresponding character
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sets, and Mj (j = 1, . . . , u) are ‘+’ or ‘−’. Each part of the rule is optional; there may
be a rule without o(c), for example. Note that ‘B’ can appear in dj and d ′j , but ‘⊥’ cannot
appear in cj nor c.
The meaning of this rule is that if the state is q and the characters under the heads
ij (j = 1, . . . , r) and the heads of we (e = 1, . . . , s) are cj and de, respectively, then
change the state to q ′, write the characters c and d ′j (j = 1, . . . , t) under o and the heads
of w′j , respectively, move the heads of w′′j (j = 1, . . . , u) forward or backward depending
on whether Mj = ‘+’ or ‘−’, and move the heads of input/output tapes as follows. For
each ij (j = 1, . . . , r) and o, when it is He(Tl) and the type of Tl is ω⊥,n, each head
Hd(Tl) (e  d  n) moves to the position of Hd+1(Tl) and Hn+1(Tl) moves to the next
cell.
At the beginning, the inputs (p1, . . . , pk) (pi ∈ω⊥,ni ) are put on the input tapes, the
output tape is filled with ‘⊥’, worktapes are filled with the blank character ‘B’, and the
state set to the initial state. It repeats infinitely the selection of one of the applicable rules
and its execution. We call a sequence of rules executed by a machine a computational path.
We say that it outputs q ∈ ω⊥,n0 when there is a computational path with which the output
tape T0 satisfies T0[k] = c at some finite time when q[k] = c for c ∈ , and T0[k] =⊥
eternally when q[k] =⊥.
As we have noted, an IM2-machine has indeterministic behavior and thus it may have
more than one computational path to the same input, and thus it has the possibility to output
many different results to the same input. Therefore, an IM2-machine defines a partial multi-
valued function.
Definition 5. An IM2-machine M of type (ω⊥,n1 , . . . ,
ω⊥,nk ,
ω⊥,n0) realizes a partial
multi-valued function f from ω⊥,n1 × · · · × ω⊥,nk to ω⊥,n0 if, when a tuple of arguments
in dom(f ) is given, M outputs infinitely under all the computational paths of M , and the
set of outputs to (p1, . . . , pk) ∈ dom(f ) is a subset of f (p1, . . . , pk). When such an M
exists, we say that f is IM2-computable.
In this definition, a multi-valued function f is considered as a specification which M
must satisfy. This specification is ‘weak’ in the following two senses. Firstly, the behavior
of M to p ∈ dom(f ) is not specified and it may output some value to p ∈ dom(f ). Sec-
ondly, a = f (q) means that M must produce an element of a but M need not have the
possibility to produce all the elements of a. From these properties, the following lemma is
apparent.
Lemma 6
(1) If f is IM2-computable and g is its restriction to S ⊂ dom(f ), then g is also IM2-
computable.
(2) If f is IM2-computable, dom(f ) = dom(g), and f (p) ⊆ g(p) for all p ∈ dom(f ),
then g is also IM2-computable.
Definition 7. Let  = {0, 1}. An IM2-machine M of type (
k+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
ω⊥,1, . . . ,
ω
⊥,1) realizes a
partial multi-valued function f from Ik to I if the embedding of f in (ω⊥,1)k⇒ω⊥,1 by
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G is realized by M . In this case, we say that f is Gray-code computable. We define the
computability of a partial function as a special case of that of a multi-valued function.
Theorem 8 [10]. A partial (multi-valued) function f from Ik to I is Gray-code computable
iff it is (
k+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
δsn, . . . , δsn)-Type-2-computable.
In [9] and [11], it is shown that there is an embedding of any n-dimensional separable
metric space in ω⊥,n. Therefore, when we fix such an embedding, we can also introduce
computability notion on such spaces through IM2-machines.
5. Impossibility of implementing IM2-machines in functional languages
We consider how the behavior of an IM2-machine can be expressed in the syntax of a
lazy functional programming language, as a recursively defined function which inputs and
outputs infinite lists. The states and worktapes are treated in the same way as those of a
functional-language implementation of a Turing machine. That is, the recursive function
has extra arguments for the state and the contents of the worktapes before and after the
head positions, with the order reversed on the before part. As for the inputs and outputs
with multiple heads, we express as follows. Here, we explain with the two-head case.
First, the output. The return value of the function is an infinite list which consists only
of yet unfilled cells of the output tape. Therefore, the two heads are considered as located
at the first two members of the list. Thus, we can express the output from the first head as
c:foo() with c the character 0 or 1 and foo() the recursive call to produce the rest of the
output. The output from the second head is written as x:c:xs where x:xs=foo(), with
the same meanings for c and foo(). Note that, in both cases, the new head positions of a
machine are the first two members of foo().
As an example, we consider the partial function stog :⊆ ω ⇀ ω⊥,1 which converts the
signed-digit representation to the modified Gray-code expansion for  = {0, 1,−1} and
 = {0, 1}. The IM2-machine which realizes stog has the type (ω,ω⊥,1). It has 4 states
(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1), with (0, 0) the initial state, and it does not use worktapes.
It has 12 computation rules with the following forms [10].
(0, 0),H1(1)(0) ⇒ (0, 1),H2(O)(1);
. . .
This line means, when the state is (0,0) and the input from the head of the input tape I is
0, the machine changes the state to (0,1) and outputs 1 from the second head of the output
tape O. The Haskell program produced from this rule is as follows:
stog(xs) = stog0(xs,0,0)
stog0(0:xs,0,0) = c:1:ds where c:ds = stog0(xs,0,1)
...
This program is equivalent to the following three-line program which is composed by
considering the recursive structure of Gray-code embedding [10].
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stog(1:xs) = 1:nh(stog xs)
stog(-1:xs) = 0:stog xs
stog(0:xs) = c:1:nh ds where c:ds= stog xs
Here, nh is the function to invert the value of the first element of an infinite list, defined as
follows.
not 0 = 1
not 1 = 0
nh (s:ds) = not s:ds
This is a correct Haskell program and it works as expected; the execution of stog([0,0..])
has no output because it starts computing the value of the first cell, which is ⊥, but the
execution of tail(stog([0,0..])) will produce [1,0,0,0... infinitely.
Next, the input. As is the case for the output, the argument corresponding to an input
tape is an infinite list composed of those cells which have not been read by the machine,
and we consider that the two heads are located at the first two elements of the list. It looks
natural to express such a function as follows, using pattern matching on the first and the
second argument.
foo(0:xs,..) = bar1(xs,..)
foo(1:xs,..) = bar2(xs,..)
foo(c:1:xs,..) = bar3(c,xs,..)
foo(c:0:xs,..) = bar4(c,xs,..)
Note that this definition has an overlap between the first two lines and the rest, corre-
sponding to the indeterministic behavior of our machine. As an example, consider the
partial multi-valued function gtos :⊆ ω⊥,1⇒ω which converts the modified Gray-code
expansion to the signed-digit representation, and express the behavior of an IM2-machine
which realizes gtos. Here, we only list a program which is written based on the recursive
structure of Gray code embedding [10].
gtos(0:xs) = -1:gtos(xs)
gtos(1:xs) = 1:gtos(nh xs)
gtos(c:1:xs) = 0:gtos(c:nh xs)
Note that we do not need to express the case for c:0:xs because the second character of
the argument to gtos is inverted on the third line.
This program uses the correct Haskell syntax. However, the meaning of this program in
Haskell is different from our intention. The meaning of this program is as follows. Evaluate
the argument to a cons cell and then evaluate the head of the cell. If the value is 0 or 1, then
apply the first two rules. If it has other values, then it tries to apply the third rule. Thus,
if the evaluation of the head of the argument does not terminate, it cannot apply the third
rule even if the value of the second element is 1. Therefore, the execution of gtos (stog
[0,0..]) diverges instead of producing [0,0,0,....
As another example, the addition algorithm with respect to Gray-code is presented in
[10]. The algorithm is also written in the Haskell syntax, and it diverges for dyadic numbers
when executed in Haskell.
Of course, if we express an n⊥-sequence as an infinite list of pairs of the form (head-
number, character) such as [(2,1),(1,0),...], we can implement the behavior of an
IM2-machine in Haskell. We consider a character set ,n = {a(i) | a ∈ , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,
n + 1}} and assign a(i) to the pair (i, a). The function which maps an infinite sequence
in ,nω to the corresponding n⊥-sequence is a representation of ω⊥,n. When this repre-
sentation is combined with the Gray-code embedding, it comes to be a representation of I
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equivalent to the signed-digit representation. In particular, it is redundant and 1(2)0(1) . . .
is equivalent to 0(1)1(1) . . .. In this paper, we are interested in implementations which treat
each n⊥-sequence as an infinite list of  which may contain at most n copies of ⊥.
The multi-valued function gtos has no computable choice function, i.e., there is no sin-
gle-valued computable function which is a subset of gtos and which has the same domain
as gtos. If such a choice function exists, by composing it with the stog function, we have a
computable function ω ⇀ ω which determines the normal form of the signed-digit rep-
resentation, which is known to be impossible [17]. This fact means that the gtos function
cannot be implemented in a deterministic language. In the following theorem, we also show
the existence of a single-valued IM2-computable function not expressible in a sequential
functional language. Here, a sequential functional language means a language in which the
“parallel or” operator cannot be expressed.
Theorem 9. When we express an n⊥-sequence directly as an infinite list which may con-
tain at most n copies of ⊥, there is an IM2-computable single-valued function not express-
ible in a sequential functional language.
Proof. Let  = {0, 1}. Consider the function pors : ω⊥,1 → ω defined with the follow-
ing Haskell syntax.
dom(pors) = ω∪ ⊥1ω ∪ 1⊥ω
pors(0:0:xs) = 0:xs
pors(1:c:xs) = 1:xs
pors(c:1:xs) = 1:xs
pors is an IM2-computable single-valued function. Suppose that pors is a program which
implements the pors function. Then, the parallel-or operator can be expressed as
por(c, d) = head pors(c : d : [0, 0..]). Therefore, pors cannot be expressed in a sequential
functional language. 
It does not mean that we always need parallel execution mechanism for expressing the
behavior of an IM2-machine. Actually, we have only one thread of computation in an IM2-
machine, whose result is given at the first or the second cell of a tape. This theorem says that
when a functional language is considered and ω⊥,n is implemented as the (infinite) list type
and therefore we can use the ‘cons’ operator on the type, then we need parallel execution
mechanism for expressing IM2-computable functions. When a 1⊥-sequence is given as
an output of an IM2-machine, it has the property that the first or the second element is
computed as the result of one sequential computation. However, when ω⊥,1 is implemented
as the (infinite) list type, we cannot assume this property because we can construct, with the
cons operation, an infinite list whose first two elements may be unrelated. This is actually
what we did in the above proof.
6. The language GHC (Guarded Horn Clauses)
Our goal is to find a platform on which we can execute our real-number algorithms
with Gray-code. As we studied in the previous section, we cannot use sequential func-
tional languages. In the following sections, we study implementations of IM2-machines in
committed choice logic programming languages.
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main :- pinf(Y), sum(X,Y), naturals(0,X).
naturals(N, X) :- X = [N|XX], N1 := N + 1, naturals(N1, XX).
sum([X|XX],Y) :- X mod 2 =:= 0 | Y = [X|YY], sum(XX,YY).
sum([X|XX],Y) :- X mod 2 =\= 0 | sum(XX,Y).
pinf([N|Y]) :- builtin:print(N), pinf(Y).
Program 1. A program example of GHC.
GHC (Guarded Horn Clauses) is a simple parallel logic programming language for pro-
gramming with communicating processes. It is based on Horn-clause logic programming,
and has the notion of guarded clause and committed choice. In this language, the sys-
tem does not search solutions by backtracking. Therefore, the value of a variable once
computed is never revoked. In the following sections, We will study implementations of
IM2-machines in the language KL1 [13], which is based on the concept of Flat GHC
[14,15]. Since Flat GHC is a sublanguage of GHC, we will simply call the language GHC.
A GHC program is a set of guarded clauses of the following form:
H :- G1, . . . ,Gn | B1, . . . , Bm.
Here, H , Gi’s, and Bi’s are atomic formulas. H is called a clause head, Gi’s are called
guard goals, and Bi’s are called body goals. The part of a clause before “ |” (including
the clause head) is called the guard, and the rest is called the body. The guard specifies the
condition which needs to be satisfied to apply the clause. The body specifies the action to
be taken when it is selected. When a goal G satisfies the guard of some program clause,
we say that G is ready, and otherwise, G is suspended. Each variable in GHC is a logical
variable; a data some of whose part includes variables can be assigned.
In implementing IM2-machines, we only use integers and lists. In addition, we do not
use guard goals and thus use clauses of the form
H :- B1, . . . , Bm.
In this case, a goal is ready when it matches the head of one of the clauses. As body
goals, we only use unifications (i.e. goals with predicate =) and invocations of user-defined
predicates. Body unifications are used to generate a substitution and constrain the possible
values of variables.
For the execution of a program, we consider a multi-set of goals, called the goal-set. The
execution of a program starts with the initial goal-set “{main}”, and proceeds as follows.
(1) One ready goal A is selected from the goal-set. (2, the reduction step) Choose one clause
C whose guard is satisfied by A, replace the goal A in the goal-set with the body of C, and
execute the unification goals in it. (3) Repeat these steps until the goal-set becomes empty.
In GHC, the word process is used informally as a goal whose reduction is recursively
defined and thus produces a goal with the same predicate. Processes communicate with
each other through variables shared by them.
Program 1 is a simple GHC program which outputs even numbers infinitely. It is com-
posed of three processes. naturals(0,X) produces an infinite list 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . sum(X,Y)
writes the input value of X to Y when it is even, and discards it when it is odd. pinf(Y)
displays the value obtained from the input stream. =:= and =\= are equality and in-
equality predicates, respectively. We explain how this program is executed. {main} is the
initial goal-set, which is reduced to {pinf(Y), sum(X, Y), naturals(0, X)}. In this set, only
naturals(0, X) is ready and therefore it is selected. After the reduction, X is bound to
[0|XX] and naturals(0, X) is replaced with naturals(1, XX) in the goal set. Then, since
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[0|XX] matches [X|XX] and 0 mod 2 =:= 0, the first clause of sum becomes ready and is
selected. Thus, Y is bound to [0|YY] and pinf([0|YY]) becomes ready.
Note that this results from a particular order of evaluation to evaluate from left to right in
the goal-set. It is adopted in klic-3.003 [16], which is an implementation of KL1 for non-
parallel computers. However, the language GHC itself does not specify the order ready
goals are selected. In particular, the language GHC does not prescribe fair scheduling and
thus a ready goal may not be selected forever. In this example, since a goal with the pred-
icate naturals is always in the goal-set and it is also possible that this clause is always
selected and sum and pinf are never executed. In this sense, this is not a correct GHC
program. We will explain in Section 9 how to write a program which does not rely on a
particular scheduling policy.
GHC has two kinds of nondeterminism. One is caused by the order in which a goal is
selected from the set of ready goals as we mentioned above. The other one is caused by the
choice of a clause when multiple clauses satisfy a goal. The former one is usually called
“and-nondeterminism.” The latter one is usually called “don’t-care” or committed-choice
nondeterminism. In KL1, we can specify goal priority and clause priority to control these
nondeterminism to some extent. In this paper, we do not consider this priority mechanism
and study how the indeterminism of IM2-machines is related to the nondeterminism of
GHC programs.
7. Implementation in GHC
As is explained in the previous section, we can express process communications through
streams, simply by assigning the same logical variable to an argument of the producer
process and that of the consumer process. Since a logical variable is used, we can assign to
it a term which may contain variables. In particular, we can instantiate the second member
of a stream leaving the head as a variable. Therefore, it is expected that an extended stream
with multiple heads can also be expressed and thus the behavior of an IM2-machine can
be implemented in this language.
Program 2 is an implementation of stog and gtos functions written in this way in GHC.
These programs have the same problem as Program 1, and it works only with fair sched-
uling of ready goals, which will be discussed in Section 9. This program is composed of
4 processes. inf0 produces an infinite list [0,0,0,...], stog and gtos realize stog and
gtos functions, respectively, and pinf outputs the stream to the display. These processes
are connected in this order and the connections between inf0 and stog and between gtos
and pinf are ordinary streams and between stog and gtos is an extended stream with
two-head accesses.
As the last body-goal of the third clause of stog shows, we can leave the first character
unbound and instantiate the second character with 1. On the other hand, since the check
of the guard parts of the clauses are done in parallel, we can naturally express and exe-
cute conditions of the form “if the first character is 0 then execute something and if the
second character is 1 then execute another thing”, as the clauses of gtos show. In lazy
functional languages, we have demand-driven (or top-down) control in that the computa-
tion of an expression starts when a request is given by the context. On the other hand, in
GHC, computation is done rather in a bottom-up fashion; it starts when there is enough
information to make it, and as the result, more information is given as the bindings of the
variables.
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main :- pinf(ZZ),gtos(YY,ZZ),stog(XX,YY),inf0(XX).
stog([-1|X],YY) :- YY=[0|Y], stog(X,Y).
stog([1|X],YY) :- YY=[1|Y],nh(Z,Y),stog(X,Z).
stog([0|X],YY) :- YY=[C,1|Y],nh(Z,Y),stog(X,[C|Z]).
gtos([0|Y],XX) :- XX = [-1|X],gtos(Y,X).
gtos([1|Y],XX) :- XX=[1|X],nh(Y,Z),gtos(Z,X).
gtos([C,1|Y],XX):- XX=[0|X],nh(Y,Z),gtos([C|Z],X).
inf0(XX) :- XX = [0|X], inf0(X).
pinf([X|Y]) :- io:outstream([print(X),flush]),pinf(Y).
nh(X,XX) :- X=[X0|X1],not(X0,Z),XX=[Z|X1].
not(0,X) :- X = 1.
not(1,X) :- X = 0.
Program 2. Conversions between Gray-code and the signed-digit representations.
The computational rules of an IM2-machine can be translated into a GHC program with
one predicate as follows.
Translation 1. The translation is almost the same as the translation into Haskell syntax
in Section 5. We explain it for the following rule of an IM2-machine of type (ω⊥,2,
ω
⊥,2,
ω⊥,2) for  = {0, 1}, which has the state-set Q ⊂ N (with the initial state 0) and one work-
tape W .
5, H2(I1)(0),W(0) ⇒ 7, H2(O)(1),W(1),−(W). (1)
This rule says that if the state is 5, the character under the second head of the input tape I1
is 0, and the character under the head of W is 0, then move to state 7, output 1 from the
second head of the output tape O, write 1, to the head position of W , and move the head
of W to the left. The GHC clause corresponding to this rule is as follows:
mm(5, [D, 0|X], YY, [T|W1], [0|W2], ZZ) :-
ZZ = [C, 1|Z], mm(7, [D|X], YY, W1, [T, 1|W2], [C|Z]). (2)
By adding the following clause m which assigns the initial values, we complete the transla-
tion.
m(XX,YY,ZZ) :- mm(0,XX,YY,[],ALLB,ZZ).
Here, ALLB is the infinite sequence [−1,−1,−1, ...] with −1 representing the blank char-
acter. Though GHC does not have the power to express infinite sequences, we consider
here an extended operational semantics which allows bindings of infinite sequences to
variables. Later in Definition 19, we will define another realization which does not use
such an extended semantics.
Definition 10. A partial multi-valued function f :⊆ (ω⊥)k⇒ω⊥ is realized by a GHC-
goal m(X1, . . . , Xk, X0) if every execution of m(p1, p2, . . . , pk,Z) for (p1, . . . , pk) ∈
dom(f ) will produce on Z an element p of f (p1, . . . , pk). That is, for every infinite
computational path of the program, there is a p ∈ f (p1, . . . , pk) such that a character
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c is assigned to Z[k] when p[k] = c and no value is assigned to Z[k] when p[k] =⊥. If f
is realized by a GHC-goal, we say that f is GHC-computable.
Through the comparison of the operational semantics of IM2-machines and GHC pro-
grams, we have the following.
Theorem 11. Suppose that an IM2-machine M of type (ω⊥,n1 , . . . ,ω⊥,nk ,ω⊥,n0) is trans-
lated into the GHC program m(X1, X2,...,Xk, ZZ) by Translation 1. Then, a multi-val-
ued function f :⊆ ω⊥,n1 × · · · × ω⊥,nk⇒ω⊥,n0 is realized by M iff f is realized
by m.
The program obtained through Translation 1 contains only one non-unification goal in
the body of each clause. Therefore, the goal-set contains only one goal throughout the
execution, and parallel execution is done only in the check of the guards. Thus, “and-
nondeterminism” is not used in implementing IM2-machines as GHC programs and inde-
terminism of an IM2-machine corresponds to the committed-choice nondeterminism of
GHC programs, among the two kinds of nondeterminism of GHC we explained in Section
6. We will discuss this again in Section 9.
Corollary 12. When we consider multi-valued functions in ω⊥,n1 × · · · × ω⊥,nk⇒ω⊥,n0 ,
IM2-computable functions ⊂ GHC-computable functions.
This inclusion relation is strict in general. As a counter example, consider the identity
function idn from ω⊥,n to ω⊥,n. It is realized by the GHC program
idghc(X,Z) :- X = Z.
However, it is not realizable by an IM2-machine. A candidate for an IM2-machine realizing
the identity function on ω⊥,1 for  = {0, 1} is the following:
id([0|X], Y) :- Y = [0|Z], id(X, Z).
id([1|X], Y) :- Y = [1|Z], id(X, Z).
id([C,0|X], Y) :- Y = [D,0|Z], id([C|X], [D|Z]).
id([C,1|X], Y) :- Y = [D,1|Z], id([C|X], [D|Z]).
Here, we present the GHC program obtained through Translation 1 for simplicity. This
program may activate only the third rule for the input [0, 0, 0, ...]. That is, the first head
may be left at the first cell and [⊥, 0, 0, 0 . . .] may be produced as the result. Therefore,
this IM2-machine does not realize idn.
Proposition 13
(1) When f :⊆ ω⊥,n⇒ω⊥,n is IM2-computable and p < q for p, q ∈ dom(f ), we have
f (p) ⊆ f (q).
(2) idn is not IM2-computable for n  1.
In particular, there is a GHC-computable function which is not IM2-computable.
Proof. (1) Suppose that an IM2-machine M , when applied to p, produces r following a
computational path L. Then, for every q > p, M can take the same computational path
and thus may produce the same output r .
(2) Immediate from (1). 
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This proposition means that we cannot show that a function is IM2-computable by
giving a GHC program. However, as we show in the next section, when restricted to
image(G) ⊂ ω⊥,1 of the image of the Gray code embedding, IM2-computability and GHC-
computability coincide. Therefore, when we consider real number computation, we can use
GHC programs instead of IM2-machines.
8. The equivalence of IM2- and GHC-computability for real number computation
In this section, we show the equivalence of IM2-computability and GHC-computability
of real-valued functions encoded through the Gray-code embedding. We prove this fact
more generally for the case that a function is defined on subspaces of ω⊥,n composed of
minimal limit elements of some domain structures [11].
First, we prepare some notions which we use in this section. In this paper, we use the
word domain for an ω-algebraic pointed dcpo. We write K(D) for the set of finite (i.e.
compact) elements of D, and L(D) for the set of limit (i.e. non-finite) elements of D.
We write K(x) for the set of finite elements below x. We consider domains with concrete
structures. When P is a poset, we define the level of d ∈ P as the maximal length of a
chain ⊥P= a0 < a1 < · · · < an = d , when it exists. We say that a domain D is stratified
if each e ∈ K(D) has a level. When D is a stratified domain, we write Kn(D) for the set of
level-n finite elements of D, Kn(p) for K(p) ∩ Kn(D), and Kn(S) for ∪{Kn(p) | p ∈ S}.
Thus, when D is a stratified domain, K(D) is stratified as K(D) = K0(D) ∪ K1(D) ∪ . . .
and K0(D) = {⊥D}. The poset (ω⊥,) forms a stratified domain, with K(ω⊥) = ∗⊥. For
ω⊥, the level of d is just the number of -characters in d . In a poset P , when d < d ′ and
there is no element e such that d < e < d ′, we say that d ′ is an immediate successor of d
and call the pair (d, d ′) a successor pair or an edge from d to d ′. We write succ(d) for the
set of outgoing edges from d .
We say that a domain D has enough minimal limit elements if, for each y ∈ L(D),
there exists a minimal element x of L(D) such that x  y. The domain ω⊥ does not have
enough minimal limit elements. On the other hand, we can show that every finite-branching
domain (i.e., stratified domain D such that succ(d) is a finite set for every d ∈ K(D)) has
enough minimal limit elements [11]. We write M(D) for the set of minimal elements of
L(D) when D has enough minimal limit elements.
We write D,n for the subdomain of ω⊥ with K(D,n) = ∗⊥,n and L(D,n) = ω⊥,n.
Note that K(D,n) and L(D,n) are the sets of finite-time and infinite-time states of tapes
of IM2-machines, respectively. D,n is a finite-branching domain and M(D,n) is the set
of bottomed sequences with just n copies of ⊥. We write DR for the subdomain of D,1
which corresponds to Gray-code. That is, L(DR) = ω ∪ ∗⊥10ω and K(DR) = ∗∪
∗⊥10∗ for  = {0, 1}, as Fig. 2 shows. DR is a finite-branching domain and M(DR) is
the image of the Gray-code embedding G, and thus homeomorphic to I.
We introduce a labelling of edges of K(D,n) with the character set ,n defined in
Section 5, so that the label a(i) is assigned to an edge filling the ith unfilled cell with a. For
example, the edge from ⊥ω to ⊥1⊥ω is labeled with 1(2), and the edges from ⊥1⊥ω to
⊥10⊥ω and from ⊥10⊥ω to 010⊥ω are labeled with 0(2) and 0(1), respectively. Then, this
labelling induces, for a subdomain D of D,n, a naming system (i.e., a partial surjective
function) φK(D) : ,n∗ ⇀ K(D) and a representation φL(D) : ,nω ⇀ L(D).
Our goal is to use subdomains of D,n to restrict the behavior of IM2-machines. We
say that D is a n⊥-domain when (1) K(D) ⊆ K(D,n) and L(D) ⊆ L(D,n), (2) the
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Fig. 2. The structure of DR [10]. In this figure, b means ⊥.
embedding of D in D,n is full (i.e., d < e in D iff d < e in D,n) and preserves the least
element, the levels of finite elements, and the supremums of directed sets, and (3) the set
φ−1K(D)(K(D)) is recursive.
From (2), the level of d ∈ K(D) is just the number of -characters in d , and an edge
from d to d ′ corresponds to an operation to fill one unfilled cell of d . Therefore, K(D)
is defining a restriction on the way a tape is filled by an IM2-machine, and L(D) is the
set of n⊥-sequences obtained as an output of an IM2-machine which outputs an element
of K(D) at each finite time. The condition (3) is equivalent to the condition that for each
d ∈ K(D), the set succ(d) is computable from the φK(D)-name of d .
D,n is an n⊥-domain with succ(d) = ,n for every d , and DR is a 1⊥-domain with
succ(d) = {0(1), 1(1), 1(2)} when d ∈ ∗ and succ(d) = {0(1), 1(1), 0(2)} when d ∈ ∗⊥
10∗. When x ∈ L(D), every infinite strictly increasing sequence in K(x) converges to
an element of y ∈ L(D) such that y  x. Therefore, the following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 14. When D is an n⊥-domain and x ∈ M(D), every infinite strictly increasing
sequence in K(x) converges to x.
Definition 15. Let Di (i = 0, . . . , k) be ni⊥-domains. A partial multi-valued function
f :⊆ L(D1) × · · · × L(Dk)⇒L(D0) is (D1 . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-realized by an IM2-machine
M iff f is realized by M and M inputs/outputs ni⊥-sequences only following the structure
of K(Di) on each input/output tape Ti (i = 0, 1, . . . , k) for the inputs in dom(f ). We
say that f is (D1 . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-computable when there is an IM2-machine which
(D1 . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-realizes f .
For a(i) ∈ ,n, we say that an IM2-machine inputs/outputs as a(i) specifies when it
inputs/outputs a from the ith head.
Proposition 16. When D is an n⊥-domain, the identity function on M(D) is (D,D)-
IM2-computable.
Proof. First, note that succ(d) ⊂ ,n and therefore succ(d) is selected from the powerset
of ,n. We consider a machine M which has the state set the union of the powerset of ,n
and {−1}. For each α ⊂ ,n and a ∈ α, M has a rule which says that if the state is α and
it has an input specified by a, change the state to “−1”, output as specified by a, and put
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a to the end of a worktape W . That is, W remembers φK(D)-name of the sequence it has
already input. When the state is “−1”, it calculates α = succ(d) for the current input state d
written on W , and change the state to α. When a sequence p ∈ M(D) is given on the input
tape, M inputs p infinitely, and therefore the way M inputs p forms an infinite increasing
sequence in K(D). Since it converges to p by Lemma 14, M reads all the characters of p,
and copies it to the output tape. 
From the definition, when Di is an ni⊥-domain, (D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-computability
implies IM2-computability. The converse is also true if f is defined on M(D1) × · · · ×
M(Dn):
Proposition 17. Let f :⊆ M(D1) × · · · × M(Dk)⇒M(D0) for Di an ni⊥-domain. If f
is IM2-computable, then f is (D1 . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-computable. In particular, f is real-
ized by a machine which inputs characters from all the input tapes simultaneously, and
behaves deterministicly inside in the sense that if two executions of M have the same order
of inputs, then they have the same computational path.
Proof. Suppose that an IM2-machine M of type (ω⊥,n1 , . . . ,
ω⊥,nk ,
ω⊥,n0) which realizes
f is given. The new machine M ′ has worktapes to remember the contents and the head
positions of the input tapes of M . M ′ simulates the behavior of M . That is, (1) if there
is an applicable rule of M to the contents of the worktapes, then execute it. (2) If there
is no applicable rule, M ′ reads one character form each input tape in the same way as
we did in Proposition 16 and copy them on worktapes. M ′ repeats (1) and (2). If M ′ has
the stage (2) infinitely many times, M ′ reads all the characters of the input tapes from
the proof of Proposition 16. Therefore, at least one rule of M becomes applicable after a
finite repetition of stage (2). This means that M ′ simulates an infinite computational path
of M . In step (1), a machine can judge if each rule is applicable or not because M ′ uses
only worktapes which includes ‘B’ instead of ⊥. Therefore, we can define M ′ so that M ′
searches for an applicable rule of M in a deterministic way. When M has an output, the
location of the output may not be allowed by the structure of K(D0). Therefore, M ′ first
stores it on a worktape, and M ′ outputs only when the content of the worktape becomes a
member of K(D0). 
In Proposition 17, we considered a simulation of an IM2-machine by another IM2-
machine. In the same way, an IM2-machine can simulate a GHC-program when the
function it realizes is restricted to M(D1) × · · · × M(Dk)⇒M(D0). In this case, an IM2-
machine can copy the inputs to the worktapes incrementally as we did in Proposition 17.
Since an IM2-machine is a generalization of a Turing machine, we can also write an inter-
preter of GHC as an IM2-machine. After each step of the execution of a GHC-program,
it checks what is bound to the variable corresponding to the output stream, and it outputs
when the content of the variable is a member of K(D0).
Theorem 18
(1) When f :⊆ M(D1) × · · · × M(Dk)⇒M(D0) for Di an ni⊥-domain (i = 0, . . . , k), f
is IM2-computable iff f is GHC-computable.
(2) In particular, f :⊆ Ik⇒I is Gray-code computable iff its embedding in (ω⊥,1)k⇒ω⊥,1
by G is GHC-computable.
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main :- pinf(ZZ),gtos_d(YY,ZZ),stog_d(XX,YY),inf0(XX).
inf0([X1|X]) :- X1 = 0, inf0(X).
gtos_d(YY, [X1|X]) :- YY = [Y1,Y2|Y], gtos1(YY, [X1|X]).
gtos1([0|Y], XX) :- XX = [-1|X], gtos_d(Y, X).
gtos1([1|Y], XX) :- XX = [1|X], nh(Y, Z), gtos_d(Z, X).
gtos1([C,1|Y], XX) :- X1 = [0|X], nh(Y, Z), gtos_d([C|Z], X).
stog_d(XX, [Y1,Y2|Y]) :- XX = [X1|X], stog1(XX, [Y1,Y2|Y]).
stog1([-1|X], YY):- YY = [0|Y], stog_d(X, Y).
stog1([1|X], YY):- YY = [1|Y], nh(Z,Y), stog_d(X, Z).
stog1([0|X], YY):- YY = [C,1|Y], nh(Z, Y), stog_d(X, [C|Z]).
Program 3. Demand-driven implementations of gtos and stog in GHC.
This justifies the use of GHC, instead of IM2-machines, as a language to define effec-
tivity on the reals. Therefore, GHC programs like Program 2 can be considered as defining
Gray-code computable functions, and those programs written in the Haskell syntax which
can be directly translated into GHC programs can also be considered as defining Gray-code
computable functions.
9. Demand-driven implementation in GHC
We define the composition of GHC processes as we did in the main clause of Program 2.
That is, by sharing a logical variable between a producer process and a consumer process.
Suppose that mi (i = 1, . . . , k) are GHC processes realizing fi :⊆ Y1 × · · · × Yl⇒Zi and
n is a GHC process realizing g :⊆ Z1 × · · · × Zk⇒Z. Then, we write n ◦ 〈m1, . . . , mk〉 for
the process composed by assigning the same variable to the ith input of n and the output of
mi for i = 1, . . . , k, and assigning the same variable to the j th inputs of m1, . . . , mk for each
j = 1, . . . , l. Then, it is expected that n ◦ 〈m1, . . . , mk〉 realizes g ◦ 〈f1, . . . , fk〉. However,
it is not true; when we cannot expect fair scheduling, there is a computational path that
executes only the clauses of m1 and n ◦ 〈m1, . . . , mk〉 does not have an output.
In [10], it is proved that g ◦ 〈f1, . . . , fk〉 is IM2-computable if the component functions
are IM2-computable. However, the set of rules of the IM2-machine for g ◦ 〈f1, . . . , fk〉
is not a simple collection of the rules of the components, but rather a complicated one in
order to ensure that all the components are fairly scheduled. When we consider an imple-
mentation in a programming language GHC, a function composition should be expressed
as a composition of processes.
For the case of usual stream programming in GHC, this problem is solved by writing
each process in a demand-driven way. That is, the producer process is kept suspended until
the consumer process raises a demand for a value. A demand can be conveyed from the
consumer process to the producer process by instantiating the variable representing the
stream with a cons cell.
This programming technique applies also to the case of multi-head stream access. The
clauses stog_d and gtos_d in Program 3 are the stog and gtos functions rewritten in this
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way, respectively. One thing to note is that we need to instantiate the variable representing
the stream not with one cell but with a list of cells with the length n + 1, where n is the
number of bottoms which may appear on the stream. In this example, we instantiate it with
a list of two cells on the first line of gtos_d. Otherwise, the goal is activated by mistake at
the place one is preparing the new stream by removing the value given on the second head
(in this example, the body of the third clause of stog1).
We formalize this notion of a demand-driven GHC process, which starts the calcula-
tion of the next output when a demand is raised by the consumer process. We consider
that a stream is filled following the graph structure of K(D) for some n⊥-domain D. For
example, in the stog_d program, the output stream is filled following K(DR). GHC-
computability defined in Definition 10 was based on an extended operational semantics
which allows bindings of infinite sequences to variables. The computability we define here
does not use such an extended semantics.
Definition 19. Suppose that D is an n⊥-domain, p ∈ L(D), and S ⊆ L(D). We say that
the goal m(X) D-dd-realizes p (or S) if it is suspended when X is not bound to a sequence
of cons cells of length greater than n + 1, and for l  n + 1, the execution of {m(X), X =
[Z1, . . . , Zl|Z]} produces an element of Kl−n(p) (or Kl−n(S)) on X and become suspended.
In addition, the execution of {m(X), out(X)} with the following program produces infinite
output on X, which is p (or a member of S).
out(X):-X = [Z1, . . . , Zn+1|Z], dd(X).
dd([0|X]):-out(X).
dd([1|X]):-out(X).
dd([C, 0|X]):-out([C|X]).
...
dd([C1, . . . , Cn, 1|X]):-out([C1, . . . , Cn|X]).
Here, a clause with the head predicate dd exists for each one-character output of ω⊥,n.
In this definition, it is more natural to change the set of clauses with the head predicate
dd depending on the string d ∈ K(D) that m has already output, so that it accepts only
the elements of succ(d). We defined as above only because it is equivalent and much sim-
pler. Next, we define demand-driven GHC processes which input and output n⊥-domain
elements.
Definition 20. Suppose that Di is an ni⊥-domain (i = 0, 1, . . . , k) and f :⊆ L(D1) ×
· · · × L(Dk)⇒L(D0). We say that the goal m(X1, . . . , Xk, Z) (D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-dd-realizes
f (in short for (D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-realizes f in a demand-driven way) if the following goal
om(Z) D0-dd-realizes the set f (p1, . . . , pk) when oraclepi (Xi) is any oracle goal which
Di-dd-realizes pi .
om(Z) :- oraclep1(X1), . . . , oraclepk (Xk), m(X1, . . . , Xk, Z).
Here, we allow an oracle goal which may not be expressible as a GHC program. We
say that f is (D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-dd-computable if there is a goal m(X1, . . . , Xk, Z) which
(D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-dd-realizes f .
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Lemma 21. Suppose that the GHC goal m(X1, . . . , Xk, Z) (D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-dd-realizes
f :⊆ L(D1) × · · · × L(Dk)⇒L(D0). Then, the following goal oms(Z)D0-dd-realizes the
set f (S1, . . . , Sk) for S1 × · · · × Sk ⊆ dom(f ). Here, oracleSi (Xi) is any oracle goal
which Di-dd-realizes Si .
oms(Z) :- oracleS1(X1), . . . , oracleSk (Xk), m(X1, . . . , Xk, Z).
Proposition 22. Suppose that mi (i = 1, . . . , k) are GHC goals which (D1, . . . , Dl, Ei)-
dd-realizes fi :⊆ L(D1) × · · · × L(Dl)⇒L(Ei) and n is a GHC goal which (E1, . . . ,
Ek, E)-dd-realizes g :⊆ L(E1) × · · · × L(Ek)⇒L(E). Then, n ◦ 〈m1, . . . , mk〉
(D1, . . . , Dl, E)-dd-realizes g ◦ 〈f1, . . . , fk〉.
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 21. 
Now, we define the following translation of an IM2-machine to a GHC program.
Translation 2. We explain the translation for the computational rule (1) of an IM2-machine
of type (ω⊥,2,
ω
⊥,2,
ω
⊥,2) in Section 7. It is translated into the following clause:
mr(5, [D, 0|X], YY, [T|W1], [0|W2], ZZ):-
ZZ = [C, 1|Z], mm(7, [D|X], YY, W1, [T, 1|W2], [C|Z]). (3)
That is, only modifying the head predicate of the clause (2) obtained by Translation 1 from
mm to mr. In addition, we add the following clauses to the whole program.
m(X, Y, Z):-mm(0, X, Y, [], ALLB, Z), allb(ALLB).
mm(Q, XX, YY, W1, W2, [Z1, Z2|Z]):-XX = [X1, X2|X], YY = [Y1, Y2|Y],
W2 = [W|W3], mr(Q, XX, YY, W1, W2, [Z1, Z2|Z]).
allb([A|B]):-A = 0, allb(B).
(4)
It is expected that if M is an IM2-machine which (D1 . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-realizes a multi-
valued function f , then the GHC program m obtained by Translation 2 (D1 . . . , Dk,D0)-
dd-realizes f . However, it is true only for a special type of IM2-machine. For example,
we can consider a Type-2-machine which realizes f :⊆ ω → ω as a special case of
an IM2-machine which (D,1,∞)-IM2-realizes f ; it has two heads on the input tape
but only uses H1. However, the GHC program m obtained through Translation 2 does not
(D,1,∞)-dd-realize f , because when executed with an oracle predicate oraclep(X)
which D,1-dd-realizes p ∈ ω, oraclep(X) may instantiate X with [C, 1|X] and m does
not have a corresponding rule. Therefore, we define such a special kind of IM2-machine,
which accepts all the elements of succ(d) when it has already input d .
Definition 23. Suppose that Di are ni⊥-domains (i = 0, 1, . . . , k) and M is an IM2-
machine which (D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-realizes a partial multi-valued function f . We call
each finite-time state of M obtained with the input (p1, . . . , pk) ∈ dom(f ) a configuration
of (M, p1, . . . , pk), and the strings (d1, . . . , dk) ∈ K(p1) × . . . × K(pk) read at that time
the input-state of the configuration. We say that M strongly (D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-real-
izes f if, for each (p1, . . . , pk) ∈ dom(f ) and for each configuration C of (M, p1, . . . , pk)
with the input state (d1, . . . , dk) ∈ K(p1) × · · · × K(pk), if (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ succ(d1) ×
· · · × succ(dk), then there is a computational path starting from C such that the next input
is a sub-tuple of (a1, . . . , ak). Here, the input of a computational rule can be expressed as
(b1, . . . , bk) for bi ∈ ,ni ∪ {⊥}, with bi = a ∈ ,ni when it inputs from the ith stream
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as indicated by a, and bi =⊥ when it does not have an input from the ith stream. A
sub-tuple means a tuple obtained by replacing some components with ⊥.
The proof of Proposition 17 shows that the machine M ′ constructed in the proof strongly
(D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-realizes f . Therefore, we have
Proposition 24. Let f :⊆ M(D1) × · · · × M(Dk)⇒M(D0) for Di an ni⊥-domain (i =
0, 1, . . . , k). If f is (D1 . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-computable, then there is a machine M which
strongly (D1 . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-realizes f and which behaves deterministicly inside.
Theorem 25. Let Di be an ni⊥-domain (i = 0, . . . , k). Suppose that an IM2-machine M
of type (ω⊥,n1 , . . . ,ω⊥,nk ,ω⊥,n0) is translated into a program for the goal m(X1,...,Xk,Z)
by Translation 2. If a multi-valued function f :⊆ M(D1) × · · · × M(Dk)⇒M(D0) is
strongly (D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-realized by M, then f is (D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-dd-realized
by m.
Proof. Consider the case k = 2 and n1 = n2 = n0 = 1. For (p1, p2) ∈ dom(f ), the exe-
cution of {oraclep1(XX), oraclep2(YY), m(XX, YY, ZZ), ZZ = [Z1, Z2|Z]} will cause the re-
duction of m, which will perform unifications XX = [X1,X2|X], YY = [Y1,Y2|Y], and
W2=[W|W3], and thus one of X1 or X2 and one of Y1 or Y2 is instantiated by the oracle
predicates, and W is instantiated to 0 by allb. Suppose that X2 and Y2 are instantiated to 0.
Since M strongly (D1,D2,D0)-IM2-realizes f , for each pair of values given on the input
tapes, at least one clause of mr is executable. When it executes a mr clause with inputs, after
the reduction of mm, the corresponding input streams are instantiated with lists of cons cells
with one more length, and thus oracle predicates will fill one more characters. In this way,
an element of succ(d1) × succ(d2) is given on the input tape for (d1, d2) the portions of
the streams currently read by the predicate. This repetition stops when an mr-clause with
an output is activated and a list of cons cells with length 1 is bound to ZZ. 
Thus, we have two steps of translation. By Proposition 24, every IM2-machine which
(D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-realizes f can be translated into an IM2-machine which strongly
(D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-realizes f . Then, it is translated into a GHC program which
(D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-dd-realizes f by Translation 2, as Theorem 25 shows. Note that, in
many interesting cases, an IM2-machine which strongly (D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-IM2-realizes f
is given from the beginning and thus we do not need the first translation, as the following
proposition shows.
Proposition 26. If a total multi-valued function f : M(DR)k⇒M(D) is (DR, . . . ,
DR,D)-IM2-realized by M, then it is strongly (DR, . . . ,DR,D)-IM2-realized by M .
Proof. First, consider the case k = 1. DR has the property that for each d ∈ Kn(DR),
there is an element p ∈ M(DR) such that Kn(p) = {d}. Therefore, for a successor pair
(d ′, d) in K(DR) and a configuration C with the input state d ′, M must have a rule to read
the input from d ′ to d so that it can input infinitely when p is given as the argument, or
it runs infinitely and produces an output without reading the input any more. Since d and
d ′ are arbitrary, a configuration with the input-state d ′ must have all of the three ways of
reading the next character, or it can execute without reading the input forever. Therefore,
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pl(A,B,[Z1,Z2|Z]):-A=[A1,A2,A3|A],B=[B1,B2,B3|B],pl1(A,B,[Z1,Z2|Z]).
pl1([0|A],[0|B],ZZ) :- ZZ = [0|Z], pl(A, B, Z).
pl1([1|A],[1|B],ZZ) :- ZZ = [1|Z], pl(A, B, Z).
pl1([0|A],[1|B],Z):-Z=[C,1|W],nh(B,BN),pl(A,BN,R),[C|D]=R,nh(D, W).
pl1([1|A],[0|B],Z):-Z=[C,1|W],nh(A,AN),pl(B,AN,R),[C|D]=R,nh(D,W).
pl1([C,1|A],[D,1|B],ZZ) :- ZZ=[E,1|Z], nh(ES,Z), [E|ES]=R,
nh(A,AN), nh(B,BN), pl([C|AN],[D|BN],R).
pl1([C,1,0|A],[0,0|B],ZZ):-ZZ=[0|Z],pl([C,1|A],[1|BN],Z),nh(B,BN).
pl1([C,1,0|A],[1,0|B],ZZ):-ZZ=[1|Z],pl(AN,[1|BN],Z),nh([C,1|A],AN),
nh(B,BN).
pl1([C,1,0|A],[0,D,1|B],ZZ):-ZZ=[0,1|Z],pl(ANN,BNN,Z),nh([C|AN],ANN),
nh([D|BN], BNN), nh(A, AN), nh(B,BN).
pl1([C,1,0|A],[1,D,1|B],ZZ):-ZZ=[1,1|Z],pl([C|AN],BNN,Z),
nh([D|BN],BNN), nh(A, AN), nh(B,BN).
pl1([0,0|A],[D,1,0|B],ZZ) :- ...
pl1([1,0|A],[D,1,0|B],ZZ) :- ... symmetric to the above 4 clauses.
pl1([0,C,1|A],[D,1,0|B],ZZ) :- ...
pl1([1,C,1|A],[D,1,0|B],ZZ) :- ...
Program 4. GHC implementation of pl.
we have the result. The same argument applies to the case f has more than one argu-
ments. 
The goal stog_d in Program 3 (∞,DR)-dd-realizes the stog function, and gtos_d
(DR,∞)-dd-realizes the gtos function. Program 4 is a GHC program which (DR,
DR,DR)-dd-realizes the addition function (more precisely, it is the average function
pl(x, y) = (x + y)/2 in order to adjust the result to I) with respect to the Gray-code
embedding, which is based on the algorithm written with the Haskell syntax in [10].
Though they are not direct translations of IM2-machines, the translations from the Haskell
syntax are essentially the same as Translation 2. A slight difference is that, since the ori-
ginal algorithm of pl reads two characters from each input 1⊥-stream to determine which
clause to apply, Program 4 instantiates a list of cells with length three on the first line. This
is because the guard of the predicate pl1 requires two elements out of the first three cells
of each input stream.
Finally, we consider how programs written in a demand-driven way operates not on
M(D) but on L(D). Since an IM2-machine M which strongly (D,E)-IM2-realizes f can
accept, at the input-state d , all the inputs in succ(d), we can consider that a sequence of
succ(d) characters is the input. That is, we can give, instead of p, an infinite sequence s ∈
,nω such that φL(D)(s) = p as an input. When, in addition to this, the machine behaves
deterministicly inside, the computational path of a machine is determined uniquely based
on s ∈ ,nω. This means that the machine is equivalent to a Type-2-machine. Therefore,
by Proposition 24.
Proposition 27. Suppose that Di (i = 0, 1, . . . , n) are ni⊥-domains. A partial multi-
valued function f :⊆ M(D1)× · · · ×M(Dk)⇒M(D0) is (D1, . . . , Dn,D0)-IM2-comput-
able iff f is (φL(D1), . . . , φL(Dk), φL(D0))-Type-2-computable.
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Theorem 8 can be derived from this proposition because the signed-digit representa-
tion is equivalent to φL(D). This proposition cannot be extended to f :⊆ L(D)⇒L(E). A
counter example is the idn function in Section 7, which is obviously (φL(D,n), φL(D,n))-
Type-2-computable. As another example, consider the total functions ˆgtos : L(DR)⇒ω
and ˆstog : ω → L(DR) for = {0, 1, 1} and L(DR) = ω ∪ ∗⊥10ω. ˆstog is the exten-
sion of stog to ω defined by the same algorithm in Section 5, and ˆgtos is an extension
of gtos, which is the inverse of ˆstog. For example, we have ˆgtos(010ω) = {11ω, 011ω,
0011ω, . . .}. We can show that ˆgtos is not (DR,∞)-IM2-computable by Proposition 13
because ˆgtos(⊥10ω) does not include ˆgtos(⊥ 10ω) = {0ω}. On the other hand, ˆgtos is
Type-2-computable with respect to (φL(DR), id∞).
Let Di be an ni⊥-domain (i = 0, . . . , k) and consider that f :⊆ L(D1) × · · · ×
L(Dk)⇒L(D0) is realized by a Type-2-machine M of type (φL(D1), . . . , φL(Dk), φL(D0)).
Then, by considering an input character a(i) ∈ ,n as indicating an input of a from the
ith head, we can consider the rules of M as rules of an IM2-machine of type (ω⊥,n1 , . . . ,
ω⊥,nk ,
ω⊥,n0). Then, applying Translation 2, we have a GHC program m. Since a Type-
2-machine is deterministic, m has a unique computational path when the behaviors of the
oracle predicates are fixed. We can express the output of an oracle predicate oraclep as
a sequence in φL(D)(p). When the oracles output (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ ∗,n1 × · · · × ∗,nk , then
the behavior of m is just the same as the behavior of M to (s1, . . . , sk). Therefore, the GHC
program m (D1, . . . , Dk,D0)-dd-realizes f . This is a strong result in that it considers L(D)
instead of M(D). For example, it says that the ˆgtos function is (DR,∞)-dd-computable,
whereas it is not (DR,∞)-IM2-computable. Actually, the gtos_d process in Program 3
(DR,∞)-dd-realizes ˆgtos.
In this way, when the consumer process is always waiting for the next input to come
and the inputs are processed one by one by the consumer process in the order they arrive,
we can consider that the computation proceeds in a deterministic way. On the other hand,
it is known in the theory of real-number computation that nondeterminism and multi-valu-
edness are essential properties of real-number computation. Therefore, when we consider
that a process inputs ω⊥,1, which includes the set of real numbers as a subspace, then
we have nondeterminism and multi-valuedness. The above investigation shows that this
nondeterminism is caused by the multiple possibilities of the order in which an input tape
is filled by an oracle predicate (i.e., the order in which information about a real number is
given by the environment).
10. Implementations in other programming languages, and conclusions
As we have seen, our implementation of IM2-machines uses the notion of guarded
clauses and committed choice. Therefore, other parallel logic programming languages with
guarded clauses and committed-choice nondeterminism, like PARLOG [3] and Concurrent
Prolog [8], can also be used instead of GHC. We can also investigate the behavior of IM2-
machines in the framework of concurrent constraint programming [2,6], which also has the
notion of logical variables and guarded-choice nondeterminism.
SICStus Prolog, which is a dialect of Prolog, contains the primitive “freeze” which
blocks a goal until a variable is instantiated. Though “freeze” does not have enough expres-
sive power, when we combine “when” and “nonvar” primitives, one can block a goal until
at least one of a set of variables is instantiated. With these primitives, we can express
IM2-computable functions.
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One can consider an extension of a lazy functional language for implementating an
IM2-machine [12]. Since we want to express (multi-valued) ‘functions’ over the reals like
addition and multiplication, it is desirable if we can express them as functions in some
functional programming languages. Then, we can use higher-order mechanism like “map”
and “foldr” to real number functions, which is impossible with logic-based programming
languages.
The notions of guarded clause and committed choice were introduced into logic pro-
gramming languages in order to express processes which run in parallel. It is interesting
that they are just the facilities we need for real number computation, and these mechanisms
are applied to this completely different research area.
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